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ABSTRACT: The question of whether a patient has insight is among the first to be considered in psychiatric contexts, but also elsewhere in the hospital. There are several competing conceptions of ‘insight,’ which broadly refers to a patient’s awareness of their medical condition. In the literature, current accounts of insight generally have more demanding criteria than clinicians had in years past. Data on which groups of psychiatric patients tend to lack insight have changed dramatically over the years. Studies also give contradictory evidence regarding the frequency and consequences of poor insight. A number of crucial questions remain unanswered or fiercely debated. Given the conceptual ambiguities associated with the meaning of insight, there are significant ethical concerns about how patients’ decisions are weighed and evaluated-making. After outlining some of the key disagreements in the literature about what insight means, I will demonstrate how insight assessments can impact attempts at shared decision-making.

OBJECTIVES:
1. Define ‘insight,’ and describe the competing criteria used for assessing it.
2. Identify ethical implications associated with documenting a patient’s lack of insight (in full or in part).
3. Examine the moral requirements of shared decision-making when providers suspect the patient lacks insight.
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